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The ?comic begins by giving us a shot of a rainy, bleak Gotham.Then Bruce jumps into the river and
sees a body floating, which makes Peacekeeper 1 believe that it is Bruce and shoots until he is sure that
he is dead, and then Bruce is able to get out of the river, and this explains to us why people thought that
Bruce was dead, and then the comic takes us back to The present where Bruce has just defeated the
cyber that was attacking the teens and then he changed into the bat suit and took some of the cyber
parts with him, then we see Bruce returning to his new place which is a crappy apartment and it is the
only house in Gotham that still uses a physical key to open the door, and He rents a room from a crazy
old man and this man calls Bruce Jeff because of course Bruce will not tell him his real name.He was
knocking on the door for a surgeon to stitch up his wound, and when the surgeon agreed and began to
stitch up his wound, the next day we see Peacekeeper 1, the one who shot Bruce, issue an
announcement to the media and tell the population that when Gotham City with (the magistrate) made a
promise, and here he stands before them as a man fulfilling a promise and tells them that this morning,
Batman killed Gotham's most cruel rebel, while his death is a victory for justice and Gotham, and other
people were eliminated as well, and the Peacekeeper 1 announced his death.Later we see some
teenagers stealing the barrels and the cyber follows the teenagers and tries to catch them, but of course
Batman is watching all this and swoops in to eliminate them and save the teenagers, then we get
flashbacks of the past, we see Peacekeeper 1 chasing Bruce after the guard shot him.The corks contain
blueprints and newspaper clippings, after which Bruce wears a Batman suit and heads towards Plexi
Tech, which is one of the newest companies in Gotham.Currently, at the magistrate's headquarters,
Batman saw that Hannah had not She listens to him, but tries to get the evidence.When Bruce arrives at
the specified location, he grabs nano-drones and takes them to explain them.


